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SICAM, Pordenone, October 10 – 13 2017
The new aluminium bar handles from D-Beschlag
Practical modular principle provides versatile solutions

It needs to be right on trend, the new kitchen, and the only one of its kind. This is why kitchen
manufacturers also need flexibility in addressing the minor details. With this in mind, D-Beschlag has
designed its new aluminium bar handles in the form of a modular system. The company, which above
all scores by the option of customising length for its handle solutions, is presenting it at Sicam 2017.

Variety is the essence of the new bar handles from D-Beschlag. At Sicam, the company will be demonstrating
how kitchen manufacturers can be provided with flexibility in responding to trends and ways of individualising
looks. Finished in various ways, handle profiles, which reflect the latest design style with clean-cut lines at the
front and rounded rear section for a pleasant grip, communicate with six different feet, creating a pool from
which customers can draw for their own specific kitchen designs.

The feet not only differ in form and dimensions but also in material: in aluminium, they coalesce homogeneously
with the handle profile, as a zinc die-casting part the intermediate and end pieces accentuate the way in which
they stand apart from the bar. In terms of their height, the feet always provide the necessary distance from the
furniture front, making it easy to grasp each and every one of these decorative fittings.

In particular, D-Beschlag provides variability in the way in which foot and profile are joined together: in some
options the square or round-ended profile rests on the feet, either projecting beyond or remaining flush with
them. In others, the end pieces envelop the handle profile, giving the bar handle a sleek or rather organically
rounded look.

As aluminium can be finished in many different ways, the new bar handles from D-Beschlag cater to any colour
and surface trend – from classic brushed stainless steel or fashionable black to a bronze look.

Caption: D-Beschlag has designed its new aluminium bar handles in the form of
a modular system. Finished in various ways, handle profiles create with six
different feet a pool from which customers can draw for their own specific
kitchen designs. Photo: D-Beschlag


